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1. Introduction
Small legged robots have unique potential for widespread application in search
and rescue, hazardous exploration, battlefield reconnaissance, and almost any
remote, inaccessible or dangerous situation not reachable by humans. Dynamic
running robots have used a variety of steering means, including differential
velocity drive [1][2] and actively changing leg kinematics [3][4]. Previous
robots have also used tails for various functions, such as turning in an aquatic
environment [5], active pitch control [6][7], or stabilization during climbing [8].
The robot discussed here uses a tail to produce a turn on rough or flat ground.
This paper examines the way in which this is done, through the use of angular
momentum exchange and internal impacts that generate a turning impulse.
2. Description of Robot and Model
2.1 The TAYLRoACH Robot
The TAYLRoACH (Tail Actuated Yaw Locomotion RoACH) is a 45 gram
robot that features three 7 mm brushed DC motors, two which independently
control a set of 3 legs on one side of the robot. It is an evolution of the
OctoRoACH platform [2], with a similar configuration. TAYLRoACH is also
equipped with a 4 gram, 11.5 cm tail, driven by a custom gearbox and the third
DC motor. This gives the tail a moment of inertia of 5.3x10-5 kg-m2 about its
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Figure 1: The TAY
to
o show the boddy.
The geearbox for thee tail features an
a 85.3:1 ratioo for high acceleration. It iss also
equippped with two stops
s
that limiit the rotation of the tail to approximately
a
y 2600
staticaally. These stops may deceleerate the tail quickly,
q
produ
ucing forces frrom
impactt.

Figure 2: Thhe tail gearboxx, with stops.
odel
2.2 Mo
Below
w, we see an abbstract represeentation of thee tail-body sysstem.
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Figure
3: A 2D
D model for thhe tail and bod
dy.
The boody has mass mb and inertiaa Ib about the bbody’s center of mass, whille the
tail con
nsists of a maassless rod and
d a point masss mt. The body
y’s angle withh
respecct to the worldd frame is , annd the tail’s anngle with resppect to the world
frame is φ. The distaance from thee body’s center of mass to th
he center of thhe tail’s
h
we can express
e
the angular momenttum about thee center
rotatioon is b. From here,
of masss of the body-tail system ass
,

,

,

If no friction
fr
or otheer external torrques were preesent, angular momentum would
w
be connserved, and thhe rotation of the body wouuld be a functiion of the rotaation of
the taill and the totall angular mom
mentum [6]. However, friction is present and
a
changees things signiificantly. If thhe tail moves slowly,
s
no mootion of the boody
may occcur at all, duue to friction holding
h
the boddy in place. Iff the tail movees
quicklyy, the frictionn can be overco
ome, turning the
t body. Add
ditionally, if th
he tail
hits thee hard stop at the end of its travel, a mom
ment may be produced
p
by thhe
impactt to turn the roobot. This turnn will be oppoosite in direction to the turnn caused
by tail movement. The
T friction is a result of sixx moving, flexxible legs withh
varyin
ng contact. A detailed
d
discusssion of the frriction will not be undertakeen
here, but
b it warrantss further studyy.
3. Ex
xperiment and
d Results
TAYL
LRoACH was driven from a stop on a tilee surface at a fixed
f
throttle for
f the
legs fo
or two secondss. The tail is in
nitially set to its full right position,
p
and is free,
with no
n torque appliied to it. Velo
ocity control iss implemented
d on the leg sppeeds,
but neiither position control of thee legs nor steering control of
o the body is used.
u
This means
m
that the phasing of thhe left and righht legs is not controlled,
c
andd there
is no feedback
f
on thhe robot heading to ensure straight
s
ahead motion. Onee
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secon
nd into the expperiment, the tail
t is actuatedd with maximuum torque forr 300
milliseeconds movingg the tail from
m full right to full left positiion. Yaw data for the
tail and
d body were recorded
r
usingg an OptiTrackk [9] motion capture
c
system
m.

Figuree 4: Data from
m an example trial
t
showing the yaw displlacement of thhe body
andd tail with resppect to time. At
A the beginniing of the triall the robot mooves
forwaard without anny steering inpput. At the firsst vertical linee, the tail is acttuated.
This actuation
a
ends at the second
d vertical line while
w
the roboot continues ruunning.
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Figuree 5: Stills from
m a video show
wing the robott turn approximately 900. a)) t = 0s,
b) t = 0.10ss, c) t = 0.23s,, d) t = 0.37s
As seeen in figure 4, the robot driffts before tail actuation,
a
hass a high yaw raate
duringg the tail actuaation, and thenn changes direection after thee tail actuationn,
possib
bly due to an innternal impactt. TAYLRoAC
CH is a small, minimally acctuated
robot, and many varriables, such as
a ground conttact, roll, pitchh, and leg possition
are nott controlled duuring this experiment. This leads to variaation among trrials,
shownn in figure 5.
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Figuree 6: Body yaw
w vs. time. Fou
urteen trials were
w used to measure
m
the vaariation
in beehavior. This plot is normallized so that at
a the point of tail actuation,, time
and body
b
yaw are zero.
vents: before taail actuation, during
d
tail acttuation,
We breeak these dataa into three ev
and aft
fter tail actuatiion. We find thhat each evennt has distinct characteristics
c
s.

w rate, before, during, and after
a
tail actuaation. Red linee marks
Figuree 7: Body yaw
meann, blue box marks
m
one standdard deviationn, and black bars mark miniimum
and maximum vaalues.
As shoown in figure 7, yaw rate is very high durring tail actuation (mean 34480 sec1
). Beffore tail actuattion, mean yaw
w rate is basiccally zero (-70 sec-1), suggessting
the robbot is going onn average straaight, though it
i is still subject to variation
n. After
tail acttuation, averagge yaw rate iss -410 sec-1. Thhe difference in
i yaw rate beefore
and aft
fter actuation (both
(
periods in
i which the tail
t is unactuatted and free) may
m be
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accounnted for by thee impact of the tail. This im
mpact reduces the total turn angle
of the robot and is undesired.
u
Since these yaw rates
r
are meassured over diffferent
a the total yaw
w as well.
time periods, it is usseful to look at

Figuree 8: Mean, staandard deviatiion, min, and max
m of yaw displacement,
d
b
before,
during, and
a after tail actuation.
a
) while
In figuure 8 we see thhat the yaw diisplacement beefore actuation is small (70),
it is larrge during acttuation (680) and
a after actuaation (-240). The
T impact of the
t tail
decreaases the total tuurn of the robbot, on averagee, by 35%.

4. Discussion and Conclusion
c
Using a tail to turn a legged robott running overr ground is a complex
menon. Severral factors, succh as leg contaact, normal load, surface
phenom
variatiion, and otherss, can determiine the amounnt of friction annd constraint forces
imposeed on a robot during a turn.. Additionallyy, the dynamiccs and mechannical
constraaints of the taiil show high performance
p
d
during
tail actuuation, but thiis can
be mittigated by imppact forces whhich reduce thee overall turn angle and increase
the setttling time of the
t robot.
Overalll performancee can be very high, produciing net turns of
o 900 at 3000 sec-1.
Howev
ver, the variattion shown needs to be accoounted for andd controlled foor
consisttent high perfformance. Conntrolling leg position may be
b crucial to thhis, as
currenntly the left andd right sides of
o the robot arre driven indeppendently withhout
phase locking. In adddition, develooping a runninng gait with a predictable aiirborne
t actuation during
d
a periood where no frriction is preseent,
phase may allow a tail
g more repeataable results. Fiinally, positionn sensing on the
t tail will allow
giving
more intelligent
i
conntrol.
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